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QUESTION: 121 
In a rules file, which line will assign the Node token to the Node field in the 
ObjectServer? 

A. @Node = &Node 
B. %Node = @Node 
C. @Node = $Node  
D. $Node = @Node 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 122 

When using conditional statements in a rules file, what is the most efficient statement?
 

A. IF statements  
B. ELSE statements  
C. SWITCH statements  
D. IF ELSE statements 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 123 

How does an ObjectServer administrator enable failback for the BMC gateway? 


A. Modify the gateway configuration files to use the virtual ObjectServer. 
B. Modify the omni.dat file and add the failback flag to the virtual ObjectServer. 
C. Failback is enabled by default, so nothing has to be done to any configuration filE.  
D. Manually add entries to the interfaces file for both the Primary and Failover ObjectServer. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 124 
An ObjectServer fails to start. An error message is received related to an address that is 
already in usE.  What is the correct action to take to resolve the problem? 

A. Run nco_igen and it will find an available IP address. 
B. Modify the interfaces.arch file with an available IP address. 
C. Make appropriate changes to the omni.dat file and run nco_igen. 
D. Make appropriate changes to the omni.dat file and restart the ObjectServer. 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 125 
Which response will enable Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) communications to the 
Netcool/OMNIbus Master Server (NCOMS) ObjectServer?  

A. [NCOMS]{Primary: nocturama 3000 ssl 3500}  
B. [NCOMS]{Primary nocturama 3000 ssl 3500}  
C. [NCOMS]{Primary: nocturama ssl 3500}  
D. [NCOMS]{Primary: nocturama ssl 3500 3000} 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 126 
Different IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus components can be run on multiple systems in a 
network. Which step is required to enable a distributed mixed UNIX installation? 

A. Use the interfaces.UNIX file for all systems. 
B. Create and distribute an interfaces file to each server running Tivoli 
Netcool/OMNIbus components. 
C. The same server OS platform is required for each ancillary component running in a 
distributed environment. 
D. Create interfaces files for each of the ancillary components where it will be running on 
each distributed server. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 127 

What occurs in the probe when there is a missing server option in the properties file? 


A. The probe process freezes. 
B. The probe broadcasts the events to the local consolE. 
C. The probe will attempt to connect to an ObjectServer named NCOMS. 
D. The probe stores events locally until prompted to connect to a defined ObjectServer 
server. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 128 
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Where is the path of the log file for a probe defined? 

A. in the probe rules file 
B. in the probe properties file 
C. in the ObjectServer properties file 
D. in the process agent properties file 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 129 

Which types of error messages are generated by a probe into its' log file? 


A. control, move, add, change, and debug 
B. error, clear, general, debug ,and check 
C. fatal, error, warning,information, and debug 
D. critical, major, minor, indeterminate, and information 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 130 
What is a reason for a probe to consume too much CPU time when reconnecting to an 
ObjectServer? 

A. The rules file is corrupteD. 
B. The properties file is misconfigureD.   
C. The store-and-forward file is too largE. 
D. The peer-to-peer failover has gone in stand by. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 131 

What environmental variables are required to be set to run the Web GUI? 


A. NCHOME and WEBHOME  
B. NCHOME and TIPHOME  
C. TIPHOME and OMNIHOME  
D. JAVA_HOME and OMNIHOME 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 132 

What environmental variables are required to be set to run the probe?
 

A. OMNIHOME and NCHOME 
B. OMNIHOME and TIPHOME 
C. NCHOME and NC_RULES_FILES  
D. OMNIHOME and NETCOOL_HOME 

Answer: A 
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